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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

The primary role of Task 5.3 is to support the preparation for pilots and higher TRL demonstration of 
the ROBOMINERS technology (to be made in work package 8), providing tangible information on 
suitable testing sites.  

This report presents how information that has been collected by EFG’s linked third parties from publicly 
available datasets at the national level on mineral deposits (in Task 5.3) was handled and consolidated 
in a comprehensive database. EFG supervised data collection, gathered and harmonised all data and 
produced a database that is publicly accessible and integrated into the EU Raw Materials Information 
System.  

In the data collection and treatment processes, particular focus was given to mineral deposits that, due 
to their characteristics, have not been considered by any other investigations, and their development 
may only be possible with ROBOMINERS technology. These can be abandoned mines, too small deposits 
for traditional mining, and/or restricted by access because of, for example, proximity to urban areas or 
nature conservation areas. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The primary role of Task 5.3 is to support the preparation for pilots and higher TRL demonstration of 
the ROBOMINERS technology (to be made in work package 8), providing tangible information on 
suitable testing sites. This activity encompassed the collection of publicly available data on mineral 
deposit types, genesis & occurrences in Europe (with a special focus on deposits and mineral 
occurrences that were considered uneconomic to exploit), creating a pool of mineral deposits that could 
become suitable targets for the ROBOMINERS technology.  
 
The collection of information included desk research on past European investigations that created 
openly accessible geological datasets. Geological reports, publications, and studies have been reviewed 
by linked third parties of EFG (European Federation of Geologists), that screened and collected publicly 
available data at a national level. 
 
A particular emphasis was given to mineral deposits/formations that, due to their status, were not 
considered in previous investigations and whose development may only be possible with ROBOMINERS 
technology. Examples of such deposits include too small for traditional mining and/or restricted by 
access deposits beneath urban areas or in nature-protected zones. As this robotic technology can be 
applied to small-scale mining, we targeted mostly metal-bearing ore deposits. Still, higher value non-
metallic commodities, for example graphite, were also considered. 
 
 

2 METHODOLOGY 
The EFG and the University of Miskolc have created a template to be used by EFG’s linked third parties 
to collect the information using similar standards, in order to ensure a good level of homogeneity. 
Data collectors were requested to collect data on all known ore deposits in their country, including: 

- Operating and abandoned mines or mine-sections with known remaining unfeasible resources; 
- Ultra deep (more than 1400m depth) deposits; 
- Small deposits considered uneconomic for traditional mining. 

 
The template itself was provided in an excel file containing four tabs, one where the data could be added 
and the other three with guidelines and background information. 
 
The information collected in the template was organised in the following fields:  

- Site name; 
- Mine/unexploited resource; 
- Country ; 
- Longitude/Latitude; 
- Altitude (MASL); 
- Depth of the highest point of the deposit; 
- Historic time range; 
- Deposit type (drop-down menu); 
- Commodity 1 Commodity 2 Commodity 3 Commodity 4 (If applicable); 
- Main host rock; 
- Geotechnical attributes; 
- Magnitude (Small/Medium/Large); 
- Technical report available (CRIRSCO compatible; 
- Geological Information (Link/DOI, ISBN, ISSN, National archive identifier); 
- Geothermal gradient; 
- Exploration permission; 
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- Restrictions; 
- Additional notes. 

 
Figures 1 and 2 below illustrate the overall look of the Excel spreadsheet used to collect data. 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Section of the working sheet from the data collection template. 

 

 
Figure 2: Section of the working sheet from the data collection template. This part is a continuation of 
Figure 1, located at the right side of it. 

 
The amount of data collected from different countries varies greatly. This can be explained by the size, 
diverse geological features and mineralogy of each country. But another reason for the disparity of 
public information available are the differences on public access to geological/mining data in different  
European countries. Table 1 presents the number of data entries by country, stating these differences. 
 

Data of deposits relevant for the ROBOMINERS technology

Please check the Guidelines for detailed explanation
Deadline for submission: 31 October, 2020
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16 EFG’s linked third parties participated in the data collection, covering 17 European countries1. 
However, mineral deposits from Luxembourg are poorly constrained, and no entries for the country 
were selected for the final database, as they do not meet the final selection criteria.  
 
 

Table 1: Number of data (entry points) collected by EFG´s linked third parties. 

Country English name of the linked third party Number of entries 
Bel-Lux Belgo-Luxembourg Union of Geologists 15 
Bulgaria Bulgarian Geological Society  8 
Croatia Croatian Geological Society 126 
Czech Rep. Czech Association of Economic Geologists 18 
Estonia Geological Society of Estonia 6 
Germany Professional Association of German Geoscientists 236 
Greece Association of Greek Geologists 163 
Hungary Hungarian Geological Society 6 
Italy Italian National Council of Geologists 5 
Poland Polish Association of Minerals Asset Valuators 25 
Portugal Portuguese Association of Geologists 407 
Serbia Serbian Geological Society 18 
Slovenia Slovenian Geological Society 141 
Spain Official Spanish Association of Professional 

Geologists 
169 

Turkey Turkish Association of Economic Geologists 14 
Romania National Assoc. of Professionals in Geology and 

Mining 
41 

Total: 1398 
 
It is important to remark that the numbers described in the table above are the final ones, obtained 
after the refinement and the elimination of incomplete/scarce data. Therefore, the original number of 
data entries provided by the linked third parties was slightly higher. 
 
 

3 MANAGEMENT OF DATA AND VISUALISATION 

3.1 DATA HARMONISATION 

Since some of the collected information did not comply with the guidelines provided in the template, 
and several other entries differed in the format, EFG and the Royal Belgian Institute for Natural Sciences 
(RBINS) carried out an intense dataset harmonisation effort. Data harmonisation was concentrated on 
the following entries: 
  

 
 
1 This is due to the fact that one association covers Belgium and Luxembourg. 
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- Main host and Commodity  

The entries belonging to the Main host and the Commodity columns were relisted according to the 
Inspire Codelist (https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist). The use of Inspire Code as a reference 
document for geological and lithological descriptions aims to facilitate the use of this database by other 
European projects and the integration with other datasets. All information not compatible with the code 
list was moved to the Additional notes column, to preserve all the original data provided by the linked 
third parties. Moreover, the Main host column has been subdivided into four columns (Main host rock 
1; Main host rock 2; Main host rock 3; Main host rock 4) as in the Commodity. 
 

- Coordinates 
It was also necessary to convert coordinates provided in degrees, minutes and seconds for Croatia, 
Poland, and Romania into decimal degrees. 
 

- Historic time range 
The number of exploitation years was calculated from the Historic time range column, and it is now 
shown in the corresponding column. 
 

- Additional notes 
The information regarding publications and articles in the Additional notes has been moved to a new 
column named Bibliography.  
 

- Altitude 
As few countries (Croatia, Germany, Portugal) did not complete all the entries for the altitude value, it 
was necessary to compute it. To do so, a Python script was created (see Annex 3) in order to extract the 
altitude value of the given coordinates from the European digital surface model available at EU-DEM — 
Copernicus Land Monitoring Service. 
 
After those quality checks, the selected entries were ready to be transferred to the database. 
 

3.2 CREATION OF THE DATABASE 

The ROBOMINERS database was modelled according to an object-relational model, including 
information structures in tables and rows. Each row is composed of a unique identifier (primary key) 
and a collection of attributes organized in columns. The tables are linked via foreign keys allowing 
referential integrity constraints.  
 
The selected database engine was PostgreSQL https://www.postgresql.org/ , a free and open-source 
software developed by a large consortium of contributors. PostgreSQL provides, amongst other things, 
the data server capacity for web-oriented applications and the information stored in the database can 
be readily queried thanks to SQL statements, a widely-used language for data and database processing. 
 
The designed structure has a backbone table referred to as the mine table, that hosts many unique data 
elements for each identified mine. Other linked tables include INSPIRE codelist, for the commodity, the 
host rock and the countries, and ROBOMINERS codelist, such as the list of the deposit type. A last 
category of tables includes data that is not necessarily unique for a given mine, like geological 
information or additional notes. 
 
After the creation of the structure, the data were integrated thanks to an R script that read the data 
contained in the excel file and automatically direct them to the proper table. 
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3.3 CREATION OF THE OPEN-ACCESS ONLINE WEB INTERFACE 

To browse through the open-access database a map-based interface is being developed by RBINS. This 
user interface will allow the targeted screening of the database through a OpenStreetMap-based 
visualization, combined with additional selection criteria. Users will be able to filter the dataset 
according to specific interests and queries, and to extract relevant information from the online 
database.  
 
Selection and navigation across mineral deposits may take place through commodity, location 
(coordinates, region, or country), deposit type, and host rock. When users select a mine/mineral deposit 
from the map interface a pop-up window will appear with basic information regarding the mine/site 
name, location, and commodities. Besides, by clicking on the “more” button in the pop-up window, 
users will be forwarded to another page where all the information concerning the site/mine is listed. 
 
 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
As mentioned in section two, the amount of data collected from different countries varies significantly. 
This can be explained by the limited availability of open-source records and by each country geological 
endowment. The scarcity of records in some countries may reflect past policies (e.g. state control over 
geological information in ex-socialist countries) and the current importance given to the subject by 
political stakeholders (Italy’s five entries and Portugal’s 407 entries are most probably explained by this).  
 
Nevertheless, the database includes a considerable amount of data entries, encompassing mineral 
targets and small/uneconomical deposits that were never collected, screened and organised at the 
European level. Moreover, the full compatibility with Inspire makes this data relevant for integration 
with other datasets, hence contributing to enhance and complete the European Union Raw Materials 
Knowledge Base (EURMKB).  
 
Therefore, the planned hand-over of the ROBOMINERS database described in this document to the Joint 
Research Centre (the EU institution that manages the EURMKB) will contribute towards enhancing 
natural resources’ management at the European level.  
 
The map-based interface of the database (still being developed) will be accessible in the ROBOMINERS 
webpage (www.robominers.eu/), and it will also be hand-over to the Joint Research Centre after the 
completion of the ROBOMINERS project. 
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5 ANNEXES  

5.1 ANNEX 1: DATA COLLECTION TEMPLATE  

 
Table A1: Template distributed to linked third parties for data collection (graphics extracted from 

Excel spreadsheet, view from left to right hand columns). 
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5.2 ANNEX 2: GUIDELINES OF DATA COLLECTION TEMPLATE 

 
Mine index: First letters of the country and a number. 
Site/Mine name: Most commonly used name applied to the site. 
Mine/unexploited resource: Please indicate if the site is a former/existing mine or an explored but not 
exploited deposit. 
Country: Country in which the site location point is located. 
Longitude: Longitude in decimal degrees of site location point (WGS84). NA=not available. 
Latitude: Latitude in decimal degrees of site location point (WGS84). NA=not available. 
Altitude (MASL): Meters above/below mean sea level regarding the highest known point of the deposit 
(+ for above sea level, - for below sea level). 
Depth of highest point of the deposit: The depth from surface of the highest known point of the deposit 
in metres. 
Historic time range: Time range of exploration and mining activities (if relevant), from year to year. 
Number of exploitation years (known): Sum of years indicated in historical periods (Historic time range). 
Deposit type: Classification of the deposit type according to Tab. A1. 
Commodity: Name of primary commodity or end-product produced at the site listed after the INSPIRE 
code list. 
Main host rock: Type of the dominant host rock according to Tab. A2. 
Geotechnical attributes: Geomechanical index of the host rock if known (e.g. RMR, Q-Barton, RQD). 
Magnitude: Please take a choice from the three categories of magnitude: S (small, <10Mt), M (medium, 
10-100Mt), L (large, >100Mt). Please consider the recently existing (remaining) resources/reserves, not 
the historical ones. If no data or estimations exist, write in NA (not available). 
Technical report available: CRIRSCO-compliant technical report (e.g. PERC, JORC). 
Geological information: 

o Link or DOI: Link to the website or DOI where the most recent comprehensive information about 
the geology of the deposit is online available. 

o ISBN: ISBN identifier of publication, if the geological information is available in form of a book 
or a monograph. 

o ISSN: ISSN identifier of publication, if the geological information was published in a periodical. 
In the 'Additional notes' column, please write in the details of the reference (authors, title, 
journal, volume, page). 

o National archive identifier: Identifier of reports and documents available in national archives.  
In the 'Additional notes' column, please write in the details of the report/document (authors, 
title, date). 

Geothermal gradient: Geothermal gradient in the site area. 
Exploration permission: Date and duration of exploration and/or mining permission if exists. 
Restrictions: Description of any restrictions (e.g. park, geopark, heritage site, etc.). 
Bibliography: Any other bibliographical references. 
Additional notes: Any other relevant information related to the mine site. 
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Table A2: Classification of Deposit types of the ROBOMINERS database. 

DEPOSIT TYPE 

o Bauxite 
o BIF (Banded Iron Formation) 
o Carbonite alkali REE 
o Carlin type  
o Cu-Ni-PGM 
o Epithermal (HS) 
o Epithermal (LS) vein type 
o Greisen 
o Hydrothermal veins 
o IOCG (Iron Oxide Copper Gold ore deposit) 
o Laterite type 
o Layered chromite 
o Magmatic Fe-Ti-V 
o Metamorphic stratabound 
o MVT (Missisipi Valley Type deposit) 
o Non-metallic 
o Oolitic Iron 
o Orogenic gold 
o Pegmatite 
o Placers 
o Podiform chromite 
o Porphyry copper 
o Sandstone hosted uranium 
o SEDEX (Sedimentary Exhalative deposit) 
o Sedimentary black shale 
o Sedimentary manganese 
o Sedimentary phosphate 
o Skarn 
o SSC (Sediment-hosted Stratiform Copper deposit) 
o Stratiform 
o Supergene  
o VMS (Volcanic-associated Massive Sulphide)  
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Table A3: Classification of the main host rock of the ROBOMINERS database according to the INSPIRE 
codelist. 

MAIN HOST ROCK 

o amphibolite 
o andesite 
o anorthosite 
o arenit 
o basalt 
o bauxite  
o breccia 
o calcareousCarbonateSedimentar

yRock 
o carbonateSedimentaryRock 
o chalk 
o clasticSediment 
o clasticSedimentaryMaterial 
o clasticSedimentaryRock 
o clay 
o claystone 
o conglomerate 
o dacite 
o diorite 
o doleriticRock 
o dolomite 
o evaporite 
o gabbro 
o gneiss 
o granite 
o granitoid 
o granodiorite 
o granulite 
o gravel 
o gypsumOrAnhydrite 
o hornfels 
o igneousMaterial 
o igneousRock 
o kohle 
o latite 
o lignite 
o limestone 
o marble 

o metamorphicRock 
o metasomaticRock 
o micaSchist 
o migmatite 
o monzodiorite 
o monzogranite 
o monzonite 
o mudstone 
o paragneiss 
o pebbleGravelSizeSediment 
o pegmatite 
o peridotite 
o phyllite 
o porphyry 
o pyroclasticRock 
o pyroxenite 
o quartzite 
o rhyolite 
o sandSizeSediment 
o sandstone 
o schist 
o sediment 
o sedimentary 
o sedimentaryMaterial 
o sedimentaryRock 
o serpentinite 
o shale  
o siltstone 
o skarn 
o slate 
o syenite 
o syenogranite 
o trachyte 
o trachyticRock 
o tuffite 
o ultramaficIgneousRock 
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5.3 ANNEX 3: PYTHON SCRIPT FOR THE ALTITUDE COMPUTATION 

 

 


